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Compared to centralized and decentralized models, distributed models have the potential to dramatically expand the scalability of
existing IoT and Industry 4.0 solutions while maintaining participant organizations’ security and privacy. This is partly because
participating firms are not required to rely on or trust other services or third parties to manage the data they gather and
transfer, out of concern that these parties could misuse the data or, in the worst-case scenario, share it with mass surveillance
programs. However, until blockchain technology (BCT) demonstrates its viability as a means of developing security solutions
in decentralized, collaborative, and trustless environments, the vast majority of these use cases will struggle to meet the
requirements for integrity, immutability, traceability, and notarization. By utilizing BCT, it is possible to eliminate
intermediaries, enabling individuals and devices to manage their data independently of third parties and most significantly to
achieve a high level of traceability with information flow harmony. This technology enables transaction, transparency, and
traceability by enabling for the interchange of historical data. The fundamentals of blockchain are examined in this research
paper, along with an investigation of its operation and a discussion of some of its most fundamental aspects and concepts. A
concise overview of smart contracts enables us to completely reimagine how network members create and automate
transactions. Finally, several IoT and Industry 4.0 application possibilities that leverage blockchain are investigated, as is the
blockchain’s future trajectory.

1. Introduction

BCT is one of the upcoming digital technologies that will be
utilized during the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry
4.0). Security, privacy, and data transparency may all be
improved by implementing BCT into the operations of both
small and large-scale businesses. Industry 4.0 is a collection
of innovative manufacturing techniques that enable enter-
prises to accomplish their goals more quickly. Additionally,
it is referred to as Industry 4.0. Numerous studies on various

Industry 4.0 technologies, including artificial intelligence
(AI), the Internet of Things (IoT), big data, and blockchain,
have been done in recent years to establish whether or not
these technologies have the potential to cause substantial
disruptions. These technologies provide a slew of possibili-
ties in the manufacturing and supply chain management
industries, respectively. BCT has garnered considerable
attention and has the ability to significantly improve indus-
trial and supply chain environments. Numerous unique
insights into the benefits of BCT in a range of sectors are
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currently available. The fundamental concepts of BCT
emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Lamport devel-
oped the Paxos protocol in 1989 and published the Part-
Time Parliament in ACM Transactions on Computer
Systems in 1990; the paper was later reprinted in the jour-
nal’s 1998 edition [1, 2].

The digital world has grown more and more sophisti-
cated since the 1970s, and we are getting closer to entirely
digitizing our society, whether it is through smart home
assistants or smart security systems. Industry 4.0 makes
use of the IoT to digitally enhance factories, transforming
them into smart manufacturing facilities. The establishment
of cyber-physical’ systems, mechanisms that are monitored
by tightly integrated algorithms and software and which
copy the physical systems onto a virtual network that makes
decentralized decisions, is enabled by this structure, which
we call the cyber-physical architecture. As a result of the
development of the IoT, cyber-physical systems are now
capable of communicating and cooperating with one
another, allowing users to interact with systems in real
time [3].

In today’s context, it is vital to understand BCT and its
implications in order to implement Industry 4.0 programs
efficiently. Certain industries, such as financial transactions,
where blockchains may provide trust, may benefit from BCT
in the future. If foreign currency and fiat currency difficulties
are ruled out, a controlled supply transaction may take place.
The product itself, as well as the identifying element of its
assembly, can be connected to other facets of Industry 4.0’s
BCT [4]. It serves as a reminder of the circumstances in
which the ability to recognize defective goods may be bene-
ficial. In this example, blockchain will safeguard all of a
product’s data, including its subassemblies, parts, and distri-
bution networks. It reduces the cost of retrieval and the risk
of service interruption at any stage in the supply chain.
Cameras and sensors have gathered new data that might
be used to create the blockchain’s network. It gives us access
to more knowledge than a human being could ever gather in
a short amount of time [5, 6]. Figure 1 illustrates the impact

of Industry 4.0 on manufacturing through the use of a smart
factory.

To ensure that end-user support is not lost, it is neces-
sary for an organization to undergo a similar structural shift
as well. BCT has been hailed as one of the most significant
technological advancements in a variety of sectors. This
technology has advanced significantly in recent years and
has a wide range of applications in the manufacturing
industry. It is frequently used in conjunction with other
buzzwords such as intelligent factories and Industry 4.0.
Blockchain is an acronym that refers to a decentralized,
encrypted, distributed ledger for filing computers that allows
for the creation of tamper-proof, real-time logs [8, 9].

Several parts of Industry 4.0 are currently poorly
explained and understood, and this is especially true for
the digital transformation. It is hoped that the use of this
new technology would result in an increase in the future
effects of intelligent manufacturing solutions. A great deal
has been gained from the early sales experiences as well as
from the current deployments [10]. An inclusive distribution
strategy is implemented and incorporates these new technol-
ogies that are being pushed and supported as resources in
order to achieve broader corporate objectives. Due to the
fact that blockchain may make the patent environment more
straightforward, transparent, and less intermediate, it may
be beneficial to SMEs (small and medium-sized firms) in
particular in defending their discoveries. As a result, compe-
tition between companies that have a more difficult time
gaining entry to the realm of patents would be encouraged.
The ability to generate green energy from a freely bargained
arrangement will be extended to individuals [11].

1.1. Problem Statement. Numerous studies have been con-
ducted in recent years on the potential for severe disruptions
caused by a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as AI,
the IoT, big data, and blockchain. As a result of the involve-
ment of Industry 4.0 in the development of new digital tech-
nologies, the new technologies are built on the foundation of
BCT, which serves as the primary building block. Industry

Figure 1: Impact of Industry 4.0 on manufacturing with a smart factory [7].
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4.0 is a catch-all term for a collection of cutting-edge indus-
trial technologies that assist businesses in increasing their
efficiency. While BCT has the potential to significantly
improve data security, privacy, and openness for both small
as well as large enterprises, little research has been con-
ducted on the application of BCT to Industry 4.0.

1.2. Motivation and Contribution. An important source of
inspiration for this research piece is the fact that new disrup-
tive technologies are being researched for integration into
the production environment as a result of the Fourth Indus-
trial Revolution, also known as Industry 4.0, which is cur-
rently underway. Bitcoin is one of these technologies, and
it is designed to connect different systems while also facilitat-
ing commercial transactions along with improving asset
monitoring. As a result, this technology assists in the estab-
lishment of an optimal supply chain that has the potential to
influence the global market.

The following significant contributions are made by this
study:

(1) In our study report, we conducted a thorough
evaluation of existing blockchain applications in
Industry 4.0

(2) We highlight both research work and commercially
successful blockchain deployments for each of these
critical industries

(3) Furthermore, we investigated the emerging applica-
tion areas and constraints associated with the use
of BCT in Industry 4.0.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, a review of different types of blockchain-related
articles which are interconnected with Industrial Revolution
4.0 are explored and challenges of recent works are provided.
In Section 3, basic concepts about blockchain in IR 4.0 are
discussed. In Section 4, applications of BCT in Industry 4.0
are briefly explained. Then, Section 5 presents a proof-of-
work (POW) mechanism in blockchain, and in Section 6,
key costs impacted by BCT in Industry 4.0 are provided.
Challenges to blockchain adoption are explained in Section
7. Blockchain’s privacy-preserving approaches are provided
in Section 8 while Section 9 provides details about appealing
solutions in blockchain. The remaining sections provide
blockchain technology’s limitations with conclusion and
future work.

2. Related Work

In [12], Cardoso et al. discuss the advantages of incorporat-
ing a BCT two-factor authentication (2FA) system into a
Word-Press website to help safeguard user authentication
data. The study employs an exploratory approach, with each
analysis based on well-established theoretical reference data
on the subject. Concurrent with the installation of the Hydro
Raindrop MFA multifactor authentication plugin, a field
study was carried out (i.e., MFA, also known as two-factor
authentication or 2FA, is a security enhancement that

requires a user to present two pieces of evidence or creden-
tials when logging into an account). To improve security,
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
recommends categorizing user credentials into two groups.

This is accomplished through the use of the BCT devel-
oped by the Hydrogen Technology Corporation [13] and the
Ethereum-based Project Hydro platform [14]. As a result,
the goal of their research work was to introduce and explain
several of the implemented technologies, emphasizing their
importance in information security. The primary findings
indicated that using decentralized technology, such as BCT
and the Hydro Raindrop plugin, significantly improves user
authentication, thereby strengthening the safeguarding of
individuals’ and organizations’ information and assets by
inhibiting or reducing the likelihood of successful hacker
attacks. Because of its use of modern BCT, this system is
on the cutting edge of data security innovation [15]. It has
the potential to make a significant contribution to the
preservation of critical data and information, which is a core
value shared by many Industry 4.0 firms [16].

In the study [17], the authors looked into the advantages
of using the Hydro Raindrop multifactor authentication sys-
tem on a Word-Press page. Also, the authors introduced
FabRec, which they defined as a decentralized method of
managing manufacturing information by multiple organiza-
tions using BCT, a system in which a decentralized network
of manufacturing machines and computing nodes automates
the transparency of an organization’s capability based on
historical events, as well as automated mechanisms for facil-
itating paperless contracts between participants via smart
contracts [18]. This solution decentralizes critical manufac-
turer data and makes it available through a peer-to-peer
network of fiduciary nodes, ensuring openness and data
provenance via a verifiable audit trail. In [17, 19], the
authors described a testbed platform composed of machine
and system-on-chip platform computing nodes that can
communicate with a consortium of disparate companies
via a decentralized network. This prototype testbed demon-
strates the benefit of locally stored computer code by divid-
ing it into two independently initiated groups in the actual
environment. Many of these issues can be addressed by mid-
dleware solutions and BCT functionality, which provide a
development and execution environment.

The FabRec smart contract structure is made up of a
global register contract (RC) that stores a list of historical
event contracts from participants (PHECs). A list of partici-
pant relationship contract (PRC) addresses and their current
status is included in each PHEC. The blockchain structure is
represented by the relationship between the RC and the
PHEC. Similarly, each record in the PRC table of the Oracle
Database represents a contract between a participant (for
example, a user requesting a fabrication service) and the
metadata associated with this relationship. Finally, using a
cloud MongoDB database can be thought of as a security
device that enforces cryptographic verification that the data
supplied by the virtual machine node is not altered [20].

There are certain unresolved performance and security
challenges with the use of BCT for Industry 4.0. To begin,
the security of BCT is contingent on the manner in which
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it is implemented, as well as the software and hardware
employed. Due to the fact that all user transactions in BCT
are public, it is possible for users’ private information to be
published [21]. A hacked data user might be regarded as a
possible target for both intrusion and denial-of-service
attacks. One option is to compel information technology
workers operating in an industrial environment to adhere
to a policy for protecting confidential data by applying infor-
mation security standards such as the ISO/IEC 27000 series
and NIST recommendations. Second, when the number of
miners (i.e., blocks) grows, the BCT grows in size [22]. This
increases storage costs while decreasing network speed,
resulting in a rise in the number of difficulties such as BCT
scalability and availability [23]. For instance, when the num-
ber of blocks is increased significantly, the BCT’s scalability
becomes a concern, potentially resulting in an increase in
network latency.

The use of multiple smart applications such as smart
farming, smart healthcare, supply chain and logistics, busi-
ness, tourism and hospitality, and energy management has
expanded tremendously over the last several decades due
to rising demand for innovative solutions. Security and pri-
vacy are key considerations for any applications because
the Internet is an open conduit for data transit. Despite the
fact that several smart application security solutions and
standards have been presented over the years, current solu-
tions are either centralized (with a single point of failure)
or have large computational and communication costs.
In addition, most current security solutions ignore scalabil-
ity, robustness, data storage, network latency, auditability,
immutability, and traceability [24].

Blockchain technology could be one solution to these
problems. In a variety of industries, blockchain technology
is on its way to becoming the prioritised standard for
addressing concerns like scalability, resilience, data storage,
network latency, auditability, immutability, and traceability.
This research paper will provide you an overview of a few
blockchain-based systems and their uses in Industry 4.0.

3. Blockchain in Industry 4.0

The blockchain is identified by a communication protocol,
which is a system based on distributed database logic. Data
is stored on many devices that are joined together by nodes

in the latter system. Data transactions are separated into
pieces and given their own cryptographic keys. The blocks
constitute a linear sequence that leads to the establishment
of the blockchain, which is its own chain [25]. Figure 2 illus-
trates the blockchain’s design structure.

BCT is a data storage and transfer system that operates
on a peer-to-peer (P2P) basis. To study, exchange, and
fundamentally safeguard blockchain data, consensus-based
mechanisms can be used. Due to the decentralized nature
of its execution, no middlemen or trusted third parties are
necessary. In layman’s terms, blockchain technology is a
type of distributed ledger. What exactly does the term
“database” imply? A database is a collection of data that is
organized. A data structure, in other terms, is a collection
of data. As a result, blockchain is essentially a data storage
system. As the name implies, there will be a chain of blocks.

These transactions are kept in blocks with cryptographic
hashes in their headers that link them together. The fact that
once a block is chained, the data stored within it is always
available and cannot be modified or altered which ensures
immutability. Each block includes a reference to the hash
of the previous block. As a result, as shown in Figure 2, a
chain of blocks, or blockchain, is generated. Any node with
access to this ordered, back-linked list of blocks can read it
to find out what the global status of the data being transmit-
ted over the network is right now.

This basic blockchain is made up of a linked list of
blocks. The features of each block are given below.

(i) Index

(ii) Timestamp

(iii) Previous Hash

(iv) Hash

(v) Data.

The first block is a one-of-a-kind block referred to as the
genesis block. The Genesis block is unique in that it contains
no previous blocks or data. The term block refers to a
spreadsheet. The term “blockchain” encompasses the whole
block family. The term BCT refers to a distributed ledger
technology, in which a ledger is spread across network par-
ticipants (nodes). Each node is responsible for maintaining

Blockchain

Block n+1 Block n Block n+1

Block header Block header Block header

Block n hash Block n-1 hash Block n-2 hash

List of transactions List of transactions List of transactions

Figure 2: Design structure of blockchain [26].
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a copy of the blockchain. When the number of approved
transactions in a block reaches a certain threshold, a new
block is created. The blockchain is updated every ten
minutes. This is something it does all by itself. The work of
the computers is not directed by a central or master com-
puter. It is impossible to update a spreadsheet, ledger, or
register once it has been amended. As a result, forging is
not a possibility any longer. Only by adding new compo-
nents can it be enlarged. Across all networked devices, the
register is updated in real time.

A node is a device that connects to a blockchain network
and provides the infrastructure that allows the technology to
operate and grow. Nodes are scattered across a large network
and serve a range of functions.

3.1. Types of Blockchain. Private and public blockchains are
the two types of blockchains. However, there are many dif-
ferent types of blockchains, such as consortium and hybrid
blockchains. Before we go into the details of each block-
chain, it is crucial to understand what they all have in com-
mon. Each blockchain is made up of nodes connected by a
peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Every node in a network has a
copy of the shared ledger, which is updated on a regular
basis. Each node has the ability to validate transactions, send
and receive them, and create blocks. To aid in comprehen-
sion, Figure 3 illustrates the various forms of blockchains.

3.1.1. Public Blockchain. A public blockchain is a distributed
ledger technology that is permissionless and nonrestrictive.
Anyone with access to the internet can join a blockchain
platform and become an authorized node, joining the block-
chain network. The following are the main characteristics of
public blockchains:

(a) On a public blockchain, a node or user can view
current and historical data, validate transactions,
conduct proof-of-work on incoming blocks, and
mine. The primary purpose of public blockchains is
to make Bitcoin mining and trading more accessible
to the general population. As a result, Bitcoin and
Litecoin have become the most widely utilized public
blockchains

(b) Public blockchains are frequently secure if users
strictly follow security rules and procedures. How-
ever, it is only dangerous when players do not
strictly follow the security procedures

(c) People from all walks of life can join, transact, mine,
and read and write on the blockchain in this cate-
gory. None of these variables are constrained, and
anyone who uses permissionless blockchains is free
to conduct transactions, keep a copy of the distrib-
uted ledger, and participate in the verification and
addition of new blocks to the chain

(d) Furthermore, the blockchain is decentralized and
transparent; no preset group of validators exists,
and any user can contribute new blocks to the net-
work by solving computationally difficult puzzles or

staking their own money. Because each node keeps
a full copy of the blockchain, it is secure and
immutable

(e) Moreover, because each transaction is associated
with a processing fee, this sort of blockchain is resis-
tant to tampering, preventing the public ledger from
being hacked because changing its contents would be
prohibitively expensive.

3.1.2. Private Blockchain. This type of blockchain is fre-
quently used to enable private data sharing and trade among
known members of a specific organization. Because external
users cannot access or participate in private blockchains
unless they have been granted permission, they are also
known as permissioned blockchains. The following are the
primary characteristics of private blockchains:

(a) Users’ involvement is controlled by a set of rules or
an access-controlling network. This has the effect
of concentrating the network while weakening the
purported key blockchain characteristics of complete
decentralization and openness

(b) When nodes join a private blockchain system, they
contribute to the network’s decentralized operation
by keeping a copy of the ledger and working together
to establish consensus on updates

(c) However, unlike public blockchains, writes are lim-
ited. A private blockchain is a permission-based or
restricted blockchain that only exists within a closed
network

(d) Private blockchains are widely used within organiza-
tions or enterprises because only a few individuals
participate in the blockchain network. The amount
of security, authorizations, permissions, and accessi-
bility is determined by the controlling organization

(e) As a result, private blockchains operate in a similar
manner to public blockchains but with a more
limited network. Private blockchain networks are
used for a variety of purposes, including voting, sup-
ply chain management, digital identity, and asset
ownership.

3.1.3. Hybrid Blockchain. A hybrid blockchain combines
private and public ledgers into a single digital ledger.

Private

Public Consortium

Hybrid

Types of
blockchains

Figure 3: Types of blockchains [27].
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The following are the primary characteristics of hybrid
blockchains:

(a) It combines the benefits of both types of blockchains,
allowing for both private and public permission-
based systems

(b) By utilizing a hybrid network, users can control who
has access to which data stored on the blockchain

(c) Only a subset of the data or records on the block-
chain may be made public, with the remainder
remaining private on the private network

(d) The hybrid BCT is adaptable, allowing users to
easily connect a private blockchain to several pub-
lic blockchains

(e) A transaction on a hybrid blockchain’s private net-
work is frequently confirmed within that network.
Users can, however, verify it by putting it on the
public blockchain

(f) Public blockchains increase the number of nodes
involved in the verification process and improve
hashing. This improves the blockchain network’s
security and transparency.

3.1.4. Consortium Blockchain. A consortium blockchain is a
type of semidecentralized blockchain in which multiple enti-
ties administer the network. A private blockchain, on the
other hand, was discovered to be owned by a single company.
Several companies may operate as nodes in this type of block-
chain, exchanging data and mining. Financial companies,
government agencies, and other similar organizations fre-
quently employ consortium blockchains. The following are
the main characteristics of consortium blockchains:

(a) This is a partially private and permissioned block-
chain in which a preselected collection of nodes con-
trols the consensus process and block validation
rather than a single entity

(b) These nodes determine who is allowed to join the
network and participate in the consensus process.
Due to the control exercised by a few selected valida-
tor nodes, it is a fairly centralized system

(c) This type of blockchain, like private blockchains, has
no processing fees, and publishing new blocks is
computationally simple [28]

(d) While it provides auditability and decreased transac-
tion latency, because the consortium is controlled by
a majority of nodes, it does not entirely ensure
immutability and irreversibility, which could lead
to blockchain manipulation.

Finally, we want you to use your knowledge to determine
which blockchain is best for you. If you are part of a public
blockchain network, all you have to do now is figure out
how it works so you can make informed decisions in the
future.

4. Applications of BCT in Industry 4.0

Blockchain enables decentralized transactions and knowl-
edge exchange in Industry 4.0 by performing a series of pro-
cessing operations within a secure framework that verifies all
transactions and timings. Blockchain not only allows busi-
nesses to operate more comfortably, but it also confirms
their trust. It grew in popularity over time and benefited
the environment. While factories are gradually adopting
digital transformation, they cannot ignore the benefits of
digitalization in terms of efficiency, competitiveness, and
agility. We have compiled a list of the most important block-
chain applications for Industry 4.0 and illustrated the same
in Figure 4.

(1) Transparency and Immutability

Two of the most coveted properties of blockchain are its
capacity to maintain open data and its resistance to data
change. As a result, it is suitable for supporting Industry
4.0 processes, which require data openness and dependabil-
ity, as previously indicated.

(2) Tokenomics

Blockchain systems include a mechanism for addressing
the economic aspects of Industry 4.0 in the form of crypto
tokens. Tokens, for example, can be used by entities outside
of a smart factory to execute smart contracts and make other
payments to the factory. This could allow for a high level of
personalization, which was one of the original goals of the
Industry 4.0 strategy.

DLT and tokens, in a broader sense, may form the foun-
dation of a future machine economy, allowing intelligent
devices to communicate with and pay for other intelligent
machines.

(3) Decentralization

Another of blockchain’s distinguishing features that
corresponds well to an Industry 4.0 design idea. Blockchain
systems are well-known for their independence from central
authorities; indeed, the desire of decentralization was proba-
bly the fundamental motivation for both the conception of
the blockchain and its subsequent development. Consensus
methods are used in blockchain networks to ensure that
their members adhere to a set of established norms. This
technology has the potential to dramatically increase the
ability of intelligent devices to act autonomously. This is
enhanced by another intriguing feature of BCT.

(4) Programmability

Specific blockchain systems, such as Ethereum and EOS,
offer self-executing programs known as smart contracts that
can complete actions automatically when certain circum-
stances are satisfied. This means that the logic underlying
various smart factory activities might be encoded in smart
contracts, reducing the need for human oversight even
further.
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(5) Interoperability

One of the design principles of Industry 4.0 is also at the
heart of blockchain’s design philosophy. Blockchain-based
systems are all about information sharing among intercon-
nected nodes, and the technology can be used to meet the
demands of automated manufacturing. A smart factory, for
example, could be designed as a peer-to-peer blockchain
network, with each machine serving as a node that performs
a specific function and freely communicating with other
nodes. Another advantage of this approach is that two or
more such systems (for example, multiple smart factories)
can easily share information as long as they are built on
the same blockchain.

BCT could also be applied in a variety of other indus-
tries, such as smart metering to optimize energy use or to
ensure the management of a building’s energy efficiency
certificate is secure. Its operating standards are founded on
preserving, recording, and permanently establishing them.
BCT, as an intelligent network, enables a wealth of possibil-
ities in Industry 4.0. Due to the network flexibility inherent
in blockchain transactions, they promise a higher degree of
automation, fewer interparty frictions, and consequently
cost savings and operational acceleration [30, 31]. It may
be implemented in a variety of ways to diverse supply chain
systems, resulting in huge benefits for everyone involved.
Consumers have a lot of options, and businesses can
increase their competitiveness by controlling supply and
demand in real time [32]. The effective use of label qualities

like immutability, traceability, safety, robustness, and open-
ness illustrates the efficacy of commercial processes.

5. Proof-of-Work (PoW)
Mechanism in Blockchain

To construct a viable mining strategy for all nodes,
Nakamoto [33] created proof-of-work (PoW) in Bitcoin.
To explain this system technically, different protocols and
algorithms are used. The Nakamoto protocol employs a
noninteractive cryptographic puzzle that must be solved
and verified independently by each node. This is a hash-
cash cryptography algorithm. The goal is to see if there is a
value in a hash of inputs that is less than or equal to the
target value.

The first and most extensively used consensus mecha-
nism is the blockchain proof-of-work consensus algorithm.
Naturally, there are a variety of reasons for its popularity.
However, its ability to foster honesty in a decentralized sys-
tem is its primary explanation for its reputation. While there
are various techniques for establishing Byzantine fault toler-
ance, PoW remains a viable choice (BFT).

Miners assemble all broadcasted transactions into a
candidate block and look for valid transactions in it. The
solution is to include a secure hash parameter that allows
all nodes to verify the block’s authenticity. The authorized
block is added to the blockchain. The miner who solves
the Genesis transaction first will be rewarded. Let us take a

Data storage
Supervision

Automotive

Information and
security

Digital
purchasing

Integration of
system

Proper
management

Supply-chain
Transaction

recording
Identifications

of products
and

assemblies

Digital
directory

Business

Finance

Manufacturing
data

protection

Blockchain technology
applications for industry 4.0

Figure 4: BCT applications for Industry 4.0 [29].
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closer look at the math. The SHA-256 algorithm is used by
Bitcoin to hash data in the candidate block’s head. To see
if the hash is smaller, it is initialized and compared to the
objective. If that does not work, the nonce value is changed,
and it is tried again [22]. 256 bits, or 64 hexadecimal digits, is
the ideal length.

SHA − 256 A1 A2k kA3 A4k kA5 A6k kA7ð Þ ≤ CT: ð1Þ

In Equation (1) CT means current target.

(1) The previous Block’s hash value is A1

(2) The Merkle root of transactions is A2

(3) Nonce is A3.

Here, 0 ≤Nonce ≤ 4,294,967,296.

(4) Target difficulty is A4

(5) Timestamp is A5

(6) Bitcoin protocol version is A6.

In [33] Nakamoto represented the first target in the
Bitcoin genesis block in the pack format of 0 × 1d00f f f f
in hexadecimal numbers.

A four-byte hexadecimal packed number is the aim. The
target’s length in bytes is represented by the first byte,H, and
the target’s value is represented by the next three bytes, R. To
put it another way, H stands for the total number of bytes,
while R stands for the destination followed by leading zeroes.
The difficulty rating represents how difficult it is to find the
current target when compared to the genesis block. For
instance, the target is 0 × 192815cc, where 0 × 19 represents
the H component and 0 × 2815cc represents the R compo-
nent.

0 × 19 = 25 in decimal

0 × 2815cc = 2627020 in decimal:

(
ð2Þ

The total length of a target is 256 bits, or 64 hexadecimal
digits between 0 and F. Because each byte contains two
hexadecimal digits, the target length is 50 digits in hexadec-
imal format, beginning with 0 × 2815cc0000000000000000
000000000000000000000 0000000.

And the leading zeroes add out to 64 × 50 = 14. Even-
tually, the target will start with 14 zeros: 0 × 0000000000 0
0002815cc00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000
0000:

Now, the hash value must be less than or equal to the
target value.

As another example, the above-mentioned Genesis block
target is 0 × 1d00f f f f , which means

0 × 1d = 29 in decimal

0 × 00f f f f = 65535 in decimal:

(
ð3Þ

The target has 2 × 29 = 58 hexadecimal digits beginning
with 0 × 00f f f 00000000000000000000000000000000000 00
000000000000000:

Finally, the original target is 0 × 00000000f f f f 0000000
00000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000:

This can be obtained by adhering to the formula.
Notable is the fact that H > = 3.

Target = R × 2 8× H−3ð Þð Þ,

0 × 008000 ≤ target ≤ 0 × 00f f f f :
ð4Þ

The average time between blocks was 10 minutes [34, 35],
with 144 blocks per day and 2016 blocks every two weeks.
The Bitcoin protocol modifies the network’s difficulty objec-
tive following the creation of the 2016 block. We will need a
new target metric to establish the new goal. The situation is as
follows:

Difficulty =
Target of Genesis Block

Current Target
: ð5Þ

The difficulty of finding the hash target is determined by
the ratio. The amended target should be easier to find if the
time interval between making 2016 blocks was longer than
expected, and harder to find if the time period was less than
two weeks. After each 2016 block, the target and difficulty
change [36, 37].

ND =
CD × Timestamp of building last 2016 blocks

20160Minutes
: ð6Þ

Here, ND means new difficulty.
The acronym CD stands for current difficulty. Validating

transactions takes over 10 minutes to discover a block, and
proof-of-work uses a lot of electricity. The number of hash
values generated by a computer or mining pool per second
is known as the hash rate. The hash rate rises in tandem with
the amount of miners and equipment. Because proof-of-
work is inequitable if a miner can independently compute
at least 51% of the hash rate, and if she is dishonest, she
can just spend twice.

6. Key Costs Impacted by BCT in Industry 4.0

The impact of BCT on two of the most essential costs,
verification and network connectivity, is examined in this
section. To ensure that markets remain viable indefinitely,
participants must be able to evaluate and audit transaction
attributes as quickly as possible, including the parties’ qual-
ifications and reputations, the nature of the assets trans-
ferred, and external events and information that may have
an impact on contractual arrangements.

It is critical to focus on the key cost aspects impacted by
BCT in Industry 4.0 in order to improve system efficiency
and reduce development and operating costs. BCT has a
significant impact on two major cost elements, namely (1)
verification and (2) networking.
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In the event of a problem, BCT, like Bitcoin, alters this
flow by providing for the cost-free confirmation of digital
information. In a distributed ledger, any market partici-
pant, regardless of location, can examine any transaction
attribute or information about the agents and objects
involved in real time and at a low cost. The cost-
effectiveness of blockchain-based platforms is depicted in
Figure 5.

The cost of verification in the transaction of goods and
services between sellers and customers can be significant in
terms of both money and time. Those interested in the trans-
action should be able to verify and audit its qualities, which
should include the credentials of those involved in the mar-
ket transaction, the features of the goods and services traded
between parties, and any other contractual terms and condi-
tions. Blockchain reduces the overall cost of verification by
eliminating the need for intermediaries and simplifying the
verification of transaction attributes.

In addition, BCT lowers the cost of network infrastruc-
ture. When entrepreneurs and developers launch a new plat-
form, they typically use an initial coin offering (ICO) or the
sale of native or specialized tokens to fund the network’s
development costs. The ability of blockchain to lower prices
is critical because, historically, intermediaries gained market
power by providing customers with intermediary services. In
the case of blockchain, on the other hand, market power is
distributed across the network’s various stakeholders, result-
ing in long-term societal stability.

7. Challenges to Blockchain Adoption

Depending on where the challenges occur, bottlenecks to
BCT adoption are classified as intraorganizational or inter-
organizational. This section will break down all of the diffi-
culties into subsections.

7.1. Interorganizational Barriers. The behavior and rela-
tionships of the parties define the efficiency of BCT as
a cross-company supply chain software solution. Effective
implementations necessitate not only the connectivity of
individual supply chain partners but also the participation

of the majority, if not all, of them [38]. The following are
the obstacles that exist between organizations:

(1) Reluctance to Divulge Data

Information sharing is usually limited to direct partners
and does not extend beyond many levels of the supply chain,
making it difficult to set universal standards and exhibiting a
reluctance to share data. This could be exacerbated by a
power imbalance among supply chain members [31].

(2) Competitive Disadvantages

While the exchange of data and information via block-
chain may improve and maintain supply chain traceability
[39, 40], transparent data may raise concerns and anxiety
about data being accidentally leaked and passed on to other
participants. Members of the supply chain, in particular, are
concerned that sharing data will disadvantage them compet-
itively [41].

(3) Constraints of Finance and People

Furthermore, the cost of integrating into the supply
chain may be an impediment for individual members, lead-
ing to aversion to technological change and a lack of collab-
oration. Financial and human constraints, particularly for
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [42], may result
in a lack of network adoption of technological innovation, in
addition to prohibitive implementation costs in large supply
chains [43]. This is especially true when the added value of
the implementation is not immediately apparent.

(4) Role Distribution

Along with issues of cooperation, the blockchain has
created a new division of labor among supply chain actors.
Businesses must assume new and unexpected responsibili-
ties, which can be discouraging, especially during the supply
chain’s technology adoption phase [38]. If, on the other
hand, a supply chain participant is forced to take on new
responsibilities, the reorganization of tasks may result in
the formation of the blockchain [44].

Contractual
arrangement

cost

Verification cost

Credentials
of parties

verification
cost

Services
characteristics

verification
cost

Key costs impacted by
blockchain in IR 4.0

ICO/token
sale

Networking
cost

Incentive
systems

Platforms
development

cost

Platforms
operations

cost

Figure 5: Key costs impacted by BCT in Industry 4.0 [4].
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7.2. Intraorganizational Barriers

7.2.1. Approval Time. A lengthy approval procedure may
also be investigated as a result of a lack of willingness to
embrace technology and technological misunderstandings
[45]. Adoption of a technology may be rejected if it is not
accompanied by structural changes within the organization
[46], which limits the scope of the implementation process.
As a result, BCT adoption is sluggish [47].

7.2.2. Obstacles in Organizational Culture and Policy. Com-
pany cultures and laws can occasionally act as intraorganiza-
tional roadblocks. Despite the fact that the advancement of
BCT has the potential to influence corporate culture, new
organizational norms are required [48]. The application of
BCT has caused a shift in the distribution of jobs, responsi-
bilities, and abilities. One such example is innovation policy.
In recent years, institutional innovations have become
increasingly rare within corporations. Instead, it was distin-
guished by stable economic models that evolved over time
[27]. Technological advancements, on the other hand, have
raised the bar for businesses in terms of adaptability and
change. Because BCT requires new ways of doing business,
changes in corporate culture and regulations must be imple-
mented within the company.

7.2.3. Financial Restrictions. The expenses of purchasing and
deploying new technology are high, especially at first [49].
Furthermore, it is costly but necessary to educate personnel
on how to adapt to these changes. As a result, incorporating
this technology into the organization will necessitate a sig-
nificant upfront investment. Profits can be made through
reducing effort and saving time, but only after the technol-
ogy has been used successfully for a long time [50].

Initially, implementing BCT within a company may
cause financial difficulties. Because integrating blockchain
technologies into a business is complicated, BCT adoption
is pricey. It does, however, allow for safe and low-cost data
exchanges, resulting in a supply chain that is both flexible
and cost-effective [51].

7.2.4. Lack of Expertise and Resources. Furthermore, block-
chain implementation knowledge and tools are scarce [47].
Businesses are unsure how to successfully manage technol-
ogy due to a lack of uniform standards [52]. Furthermore,
because the long-term viability of BCT is unknown, it is
fraught with danger, and its widespread adoption may be
hampered. A stable environment, on the other hand, may
help to compensate for the lack of information about the
long-term viability of the implementation [29].

7.3. External Obstacles. A number of external factors may
influence or obstruct the adoption of BCT in the supply
chain.

7.3.1. Legal Implications and Applicable Legislation. Further-
more, legal considerations and regulations may present a
significant barrier to the use of BCT in the supply chain.
Supply chains are internationally networked in an age of
globalisation, and the movement of commodities within

them is a complicated legal issue due to the proliferation of
various parties and regulations [42]. Furthermore, it is
vexing that there is no clear legal regulation or legislation
governing the use of BCT. As a result, legal uncertainty
may serve as an external barrier to implementation [53].

7.3.2. Competition. One such reason could be competition.
Blockchain-based technology is being adopted in the context
of a technological trend centered on blockchain in order to
maintain competitiveness, despite the fact that these condi-
tions are incompatible with the current supply chain and
provide no additional value [38].

7.4. Technical Impediments. A lack of access to technology
[54] is frequently a major issue in a supply chain. To derive
additional value from a digital supply chain, all supply chain
participants must have access to the necessary information
[55], and all participants must use the same technique or
technology. This is not possible, however, due to the dispar-
ities in the capabilities of various businesses. For example,
not every business can afford the high startup costs [47].

The following are some of the problems that can arise as
a result of a lack of technological access:

(1) Lack of Security

Despite the fact that BCT is defined by its immutability,
data fraud and fabrication cannot be completely avoided,
which could lead to a security breach [56]. Another factor
to consider is the human being who, while interacting with
BCT, may generate or gather inaccurate data [54]. Consider
the user’s private key, which is used to verify a person’s iden-
tity in a blockchain. Because of the decentralized structure of
the blockchain, the user is responsible for this. In order to
complete a transaction, this key must be imported, and it
is possible that it will be stolen during the process. Identifi-
cation of the culprit is nearly impossible due to the lack of
a monitoring party [57].

(2) Developmental Immaturity

In addition, BCT is still in its early stages [58]. Because
the supply chain is still in its early stages, problems may arise
for which no solutions exist because not all potential barriers
have been studied [59].

(3) Adverse Publicity

Another difficulty is raising awareness through negative
publicity. Even corrected faults can be seen on the block-
chain and across the supply chain [60]. Furthermore,
blockchain-related activities may receive negative media
attention. These characteristics may influence how organiza-
tions and employees view blockchain [61]. Because data
security is a primary issue for businesses, this could have a
negative influence on other stakeholders in the BCT. In the
event of fraud or insecurity, this is not guaranteed. As a
result, negative experiences and announcements may have
an influence on and drive away potential technology users.
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8. Blockchain’s Privacy-Preserving Approaches

The implementation of this technology to specific use cases
has gotten a lot of attention as interest in it grows. Several
significant recommendations linked with the scenarios listed
below are discussed in the sections that follow.

8.1. Cryptocurrencies. During the previous few years, the
most prominent blockchain-based scenario has been associ-
ated with the use of cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies, with
a market value of more than $600 billion, represent the
future of global payments and remittances, with Bitcoin
[33] accounting for more than 90% of the total market capi-
talisation. In these instances, it is vital to retain the privacy of
the parties involved in a transaction (i.e., payer and payee) as
well as conceal the amount of coins to be transferred. Recent
projects in this approach, such as ZeroCoin [62], CoinJoin
[14], Zerocash [63], and Blindcoin [64], will be explored in
further detail later in this section and depicted in Figure 6.

8.2. e-Government. Given that individuals’ identities are
recorded on the blockchain, it is possible to use the SSI
model to handle privacy concerns in this brand-new field
of application for the first time. It is being employed in this
new area of application to deal with privacy concerns that
have arisen as a result of the model’s implementation.
Switzerland (on the basis of uPort [66]), Finland (for
immigration services), and Estonia (the first country to
experiment with BCT on a national scale and to allow indi-
viduals from any country to become e-residents [67]) have
all expressed interest in incorporating blockchain technolo-
gies into administration services. People’s privacy must be
protected in this case by establishing minimal disclosure
rules while utilizing the aforementioned services, which
must be adopted as soon as practicable.

8.3. Smart Cities. As a result of the integration of the Internet
of Things (IoT) technology and platform integration, exist-
ing towns are being transformed into true smart cities. This
can only be done with the help of correct data from a variety
of sources, which is difficult to come by. Although privacy
concerns must be addressed appropriately [68, 69] BCT’s
distributed nature, as well as the promise of data immutabil-
ity and verifiability, may serve as a platform for more secure
and trustworthy data-driven applications. Privacy problems,
on the other hand, must be addressed properly.

8.4. C-ITS. The evolution of conventional means of
transportation into Cooperative Intelligent Transportation
Systems is being accelerated by advances in wireless technol-
ogy (C-ITS). When artificial intelligence techniques are
merged into the creation of fully autonomous vehicles, this
trend will continue to gain traction in the future years
[70]. Vehicle sensors are expected to acquire a huge amount
of personal information in order to carry out this strategy,
which could pose a privacy risk. As a result, blockchain
concepts are important in this scenario since they allow for
the establishment of a decentralized infrastructure ledger
that can be used to track the activity of such autonomous
entities [71].

8.5. e-Health. The usage of BCT, according to its proponents,
will be especially advantageous in the context of e-Health
services. Improving personal health record management is
particularly crucial in order to provide more effective and
personalised healthcare services. Simultaneously, due to the
sensitivity of e-Health data, it is vital that it is properly
protected to avoid any potential privacy breaches [10]. To
take use of the benefits of BCT in terms of decentralization
and data immutability, the Estonian government is pres-
ently deploying a real-world blockchain-enabled e-Health
system [72].

9. Appealing Solutions in Blockchain

In this section, we’ll go through the key features and benefits
of blockchain that make it a compelling alternative for
tackling the concerns raised above in relation to IoT and
Industry 4.0 applications.

9.1. Security. Confidentiality, integrity, and availability are
the three core components of security. The BCT uses hash
functions to link blocks, preserving their integrity and
immutability by preventing data within blocks from being
changed after they are linked. The conditions for availability
are automatically met due to the distributed nature of block-
chain, as data is always available. Permissioned blockchain
systems keep data private by allowing users to see only the
information to which they have been granted access through
permissions. Not to mention the fact that transactions must
be encrypted before being linked to the current ledger.

9.2. Auditability. Due to the fact that each peer owns a copy
of the distributed ledger, they have access to all transaction
records that are timestamped. Peers can use this transpar-
ency to check and verify transactions involving specific
blockchain addresses. Due to the fact that blockchain
addresses are not associated with real-world identities, they
provide a degree of pseudoanonymity. While the records of
a blockchain address cannot be traced back to its owner,
individual blockchain addresses can be held accountable
and inferences about their transactions drawn.

9.3. Decentralization. BCT is based on the idea of distributed
and decentralized processing and storage. A blockchain elim-
inates the need for a centralized database, allowing users to
conduct transactions without relying on a third party to keep
track of data exchange or issue authorization. Multiple-to-

Cryptocurrencies

Smart cities e-Government

e-HealthC-ITS

BLOCKCHAIN’S
PRIVACY PRESERVING

APPROACHES

Figure 6: Blockchain’s privacy-preserving approaches [65].
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one traffic flows and single points of failure are avoided as a
result.

9.4. Traceability. In terms of information monitoring and
interchange, blockchain achieves a high level of harmony.
By allowing for the easy sharing of historical data, this
technology ensures transaction transparency and traceabil-
ity. In IoT applications like smart manufacturing, tracing
historical data is crucial. For example, by analyzing data,
we may be able to identify crucial characteristics that influ-
ence the quality of a product. As a result of the enhancing
approaches, the quality will improve. Filtering the data
may reveal production faults and other difficulties.

9.5. Immutability. Due to the fact that peers agree on all new
additions to the blockchain decentralized, the blockchain is
impenetrable to censorship and nearly impossible to tamper
with. Similarly, all previous entries on the blockchain are
immutable, and an attacker would need to compromise a
majority of the network’s nodes to alter any historical data.
Otherwise, any changes to the blockchain’s contents are eas-
ily apparent.

10. BCT’s Limitations

Blockchain technology holds enormous promise for the
development of trustless, decentralized apps. It is not, how-
ever, without flaws. Blockchain technology is unsuitable for
widespread adoption due to a number of impediments.
The following list exemplifies the limitations of blockchain
technology.

10.1. Consensus Mechanism. We know that a block on the
blockchain can be created every ten minutes. This is due to
the fact that each transaction is necessary to ensure that all
blocks in the blockchain network reach a shared consensus.
The back-and-forth interactions required to obtain con-
sensus in a blockchain can consume significant time and
resources, depending on the network’s scale and the num-
ber of blocks or nodes involved.

10.2. Scalability. As with Bitcoin, blockchain technology is
based on consensus mechanisms that need the transaction
to be validated by each participating node. It places a cap
on the amount of transactions that a blockchain network
may process. As a result, Bitcoin was never intended to sup-
port the amount of transactions required by many other
organizations. At the moment, Bitcoin has a transaction rate
of seven per second.

10.3. Key Management. As previously stated, blockchain is
built on cryptography, which requires the existence of dis-
tinct keys, such as public and private keys. Working with a
private key raises the possibility of losing access to it. This
happened a lot in Bitcoin’s early days, when it was not worth
much. Individuals would simply accumulate a large amount
of Bitcoin and then misplace the key, which could be worth
millions of dollars today.

10.4. Immutable. We are unable to make any changes to the
immutable records. It is especially important if you want to

keep a record’s integrity and ensure that no one tampers
with it. Immutability, on the other hand, has a disadvantage.
If you want to make changes or revert to a previous config-
uration, we completely understand. For example, you may
have completed a payment and now need to change it.

10.5. Limited Availability of Technical Talent and Lack of
Awareness. Today, there are numerous developers that are
capable of performing a wide variety of tasks in virtually
any industry. However, the number of blockchain devel-
opers with specific expertise in blockchain technology is
not quite as large. As a result, the scarcity of coders makes
it difficult to create anything on the blockchain. While much
has been said about blockchain, many people are ignorant of
its inherent usefulness or how it may be applied in a variety
of contexts.

11. Conclusion

We have explored the essential notions of IoT and Industry
4.0 ecosystems throughout this research paper, as well as the
key issues and concerns related with their rise, most notably
security and trust requirements. At the time, we underlined
the importance of decentralizing such systems through the
use of blockchains.
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